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“Who asked you to be his part?” Lucas glanced at the 
lunch and questioned Siena. 
“Young Master, I made it according to the usual 
portion.” Siena said conscientiously. 
“Bring the lunch to my room.” Lucas ordered to prevent 
Cyrus from eating there. 
Siena didn’t dare not listen, and immediately took her 
lunch and walked to Lucas’s room. 
Cyrus: “!!!” 
That’s outrageous! 
Lucas not only had a bad mouth, but also had a small 
mind. He probably had no brains, otherwise he would 
not dare to cause 
trouble everywhere. 
Now that he didn’t even give himself a meal, this beam 
was completely settled! 
Cyrus walked away in a huff. 
After hearing the sound of the door opening and 
closing, Siena opened the door of Lucas’s room. 
“Young Master, the second young master is left. Let’s 
go to the dining room to eat! Otherwise, your room will 
smell like 



vegetables later.” Siena said, before Lucas could reply, 
she brought the food to the dining room. 
The two brothers quarreled, and it was Siena who was 
caught in the middle. 
“Don’t talk to him in the future.” Lucas said to Siena, 
“I hate him.” 
Siena was very embarrassed but she felt that Cyrus was 
not a bad person. 
It’s just that the two brothers wanted to save face, and 
both were angry with their stepmother, so the rookies 
pecked at each 
other? 
“I’m talking to you, did you hear me?” Seeing her 
distracted, Lucas raised his voice a few degrees. 
“Young Master, I heard you. I just don’t think you need 
to affect your mood because of him. Although he is 
your second elder 
brother, you don’t actually have any intersection with 
him.” Siena persuaded. 
“Do you believe that he will continue to come to my 
place tomorrow? Lock the door from now on, and he 
knocks on the door, and 
he is not allowed to open it.” Lucas didn’t want to see 
anyone in the Hogan family, and even planned not to 
go to the New Year’s 
Eve dinner during the New Year. 



Siena nodded, and asked: “Young Master, after the 
New Year, are you going to school?” 
“We’ll talk about it later.” Lucas didn’t want to think 
about this question for the time being. 
“Then we’ve agreed!” Seeing that he didn’t refuse, 
Siena assumed that he agreed. 
…… 
In the blink of an eye, it’s the Spring Festival. 
On the day of family reunion, the atmosphere was 
particularly lively. 
Except for Layla, who couldn’t lift her spirits, everyone 
was immersed in the joy of the festival. 
“Sister, have you lost weight? Your face has turned into 
a small melon seed!” Robert had been back from 
Bridgedale for a few 
days, but after he came back, he was dismantling cars in 
the garage for fun. 
Layla went to work in the company every day, and the 
siblings didn’t see each other much. 
Since Eric officially announced his girlfriend at the 
concert, Layla had been hit hard and her mental state 
had been sluggish. 
Avery tried to persuade her several times, but it was of 
no avail. 
Layla made it clear that they should leave her alone. 
When she thought about it for a while, it would be fine. 



So Avery just needed to be optimistic about Elliot and 
not let him interfere in this matter. 
Elliot had been dragged by Avery to buy new year’s 
goods outside for the past few days, and it was only 
today that he had time 
to sit down and rest. 
“I’ve lost at least five catties.” When Elliot said this, 
his heart ached. 
“Sister, what’s wrong with you?” Robert looked at 
Layla worriedly, “Although I don’t like you taking care 
of me, I still love you very 
much. If you have any concerns or wishes, just tell me 
and I will satisfy you!” 
Layla glared at Robert: “I need a boyfriend, can you 
satisfy me?” 
Robert immediately shook his head: “You should find 
brother Hayden for this matter! My brother is 
surrounded by men!” 

   
 


